Egg Scramble Challenge™

Egg Scramble Challenge™ is a fast-paced color recognition and sorting game. For 2 to 4 players ages 4 and up.

**Contents**

- Chicken Coop (2 pieces)
- Chicken
- 6 Dozen Eggs (12 each: red, blue, green, orange, yellow, purple)
- 4 Egg Catchers
- 4 Egg Baskets
- 4 Egg Cartons
- 12 Double-Sided Color Cards

**Assembly**

1. Insert egg baskets to chicken coop base:
   - Grasp baskets as shown
   - Squeeze sides to push past the bumps on the base
   - Pull down to lock into place

2. To pop on the chicken-coop top, line up square openings over egg basket connections.
   - Place 4 brown rubber clips on the bottom of base to prevent sliding.

3. Set chicken on top of coop.
   - Pour all eggs into chicken.
Let’s Play!

Setup

Choose a color egg basket. Take the matching egg catcher and egg carton.

Take a card and place it firmly into your egg carton.

*Note:* The cards are labeled and must be played in matching groups. Side “A” cards are easier. All players must play with the same number and letter side of the card facing up. For example, for game one, each player will use a card labeled 1A facing up in the egg carton.

Place the egg carton next to your basket.

Insert your egg catcher into the chicken coop through the square opening above your egg basket. Now you are ready to scramble to catch some eggs!

Object

Scramble to be the first player to catch a dozen eggs that match your color card.

Game Play

Cluck, Cluck, Cluck…It takes skill not luck!

One player quickly pushes down on the chicken’s head to release some eggs. Every time the chicken’s head is pushed down she lays more eggs!

Everyone uses their egg catchers to grab the eggs and pull them into their baskets.

As your egg basket fills, sort the eggs into matching color space in your carton. Scoop up any eggs that you can’t use and put them back into the chicken.

At any time, any player can push the chicken’s head to have her lay more eggs.

Be the first to fill your egg carton, cluck like a chicken, and win the game!

Even if you took a lickin’, don’t be chicken, pick new cards and play again and again!
Important Battery Information

Please read and understand these battery usage instructions:

- Change the batteries when the sound becomes garbled or slows down, or when pressing a button does not trigger a response from the unit.
- Only an adult should install and replace batteries.
- Use a Phillips head screwdriver to access battery compartment located in the back of the chicken’s head.
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Use only LR44 button cell (watch) batteries.
- Insert batteries with the correct polarity.
- Remove batteries if product is inactive for long periods of time to avoid leakage.
- Replace the batteries at the first signs of erratic operation.

**WARNING: DO NOT DISPOSE OF BATTERIES IN FIRE. BATTERIES MAY EXPLODE OR LEAK.**

Look for these other great learning games from Learning Resources®:

- LER 1880  Measuring Monkeys™ Measuring Game
- LER 8898  Head Full of Numbers® Math Game
- LER 6903  Alphaball™ Electronic Word Game